Spring Opening

Authoritative Styles

Paris has spoken, and Dress Fashions have therefore been set for Spring.

Now Is the Time to Select Your New Corset

Choose a Warner. It is designed to accurately set off the fashions of the season. Wear it for a couple of weeks, and then have your Spring suit or gown fitted over the new Corset. You will be surprised how much easier the fitting will be and how much more satisfactory the result.

The New Warner Styles—Meet Every Detail of Fashion's Edict

The new gowns are fluffy, and full over the hips, and Warner's Corsets have long skirts meant with elastic gores or lacing to permit the freedom necessary without damping the swing of the gowns.

Your Waist This Season Must Be Natural—and for certain extremely gowns, Warner's Corsets are expected to create this pose in easy, natural lines. Corsets designed to support the figure, too. The Spring showing authoritative styles of Warner's Rust-proof Corsets can be had at our Corset Stores.

Choose Your Warner Corset Now!

Wear it when fitted to your new gown—the result is satisfaction.

Warner's Rust-proof Corsets Price: $1.00 to $4.00
Every Pair Guaranteed.

Meier & Frank Co.

Exclusive Agents in Portland

ADULT LAW URGED

WASHINGTON PRODUCTION MAY PRODUCE MILLIONS

officials in respect to government duties. By the Mayor, it is to be expected that the President of the United States will issue an executive order in the name of Mrs. Wilson, and Mrs. Walker to be made a member of the Cabinet.

PHYSICIAN TELL HOW TO GROW HAIR

A well Known Physician and Newspaper Correspondent Tells How to Prevent the Growth of the Hair.